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established Protestantism all through Spanish S.A. He sent mewsages up to the US. frantically

calling for people to come down and. help him; but under our system it takes many years

for people to get ready for service like that. We have no agency which can call people

away from one field and. send them to another; and. the result was that it was impossible

for 10 or 20 years before he could get much interest in " and by that time the

Priests had come back and changed their tactics and said. that they were for the Republic

all along. The people were converted to the feeling they bad. before, and. it was difficult

to get Protestants v Yes? Quest ___? Xns.Yes1o. Yes, Mexico is in many ways

connected with Si They are similar and. yet there are many differences in Mexico. But

in S.A. right at iis time there was a treinedous opportunity which we didn't take advantage

of. We had a similar opportunity since the war in Japan. General MacArthur was calling

for missionaries and. 3he Japenese people were open. They had been defeated by the U.S.

They were anxious to learn all they could about us. And. many were ready to take over our
(11)

religion just because we were the conquering power.

But Mc Arthur called for missionaries and. immediately you had about 800 Roman Catholic
(ii)




Even still we have more Roman C. than Protestants.in Japan.

The reason for this was that they had their central force and. when it wants them to go
(II 1/2)

here or there, they go

quest. Ans. W.ell, I don't know, as I recall. He was the representatie of the

in Chile. It's not much known. It wasn't so much what he did as the situation. I would.

say this--that he single handed was not able to do a great deal for establishing Protestantism
in hi1e
but his influence was left to this extent ---that you have greater freedom of religion today

in Chile than in any other Latin American Country. Today in Chile you have almost absolute

freedom and while the majority of the people are nominally Roman Cahholic, there is not

the fanaticism and not the interference in Government or by mob as qre in many other

sections. Quest ? Ans. Well, I think that's a little exarated. There are

quite a few . But I dont think it's enough 49 make --Interruption--Quest. Ans.

in Southern Brazil. Quest. Ans. I don'tthink so. You have a good many german

in Argentina, and a great many in Brazil, so that may have entered. inbb it. I dont think
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